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ABSTRACT: Data deduplication is an important procedure use for eliminating redundant data files in cloud storage 
systems. In this, Instead of taking number of same files, it store only single copy of file. In most of the storage systems 
of many organization contain many duplicate contents in various data files. Like, multiple users save the same files 
with different files names in different storage locations. Because of this, memory is wasted so we use deduplication 
concept. By using deduplication, only single copy of data is stored on server and extra copies are not allowed to store 
on server and these duplicate copies are replace with pointers which points to original copy. This data compression 
technique is used for efficient bandwidth and memory utilization. For security purpose, data is always encrypted before 
uploading on cloud servers. In this paper we developed authorized chunk based deduplication checking, combine with 
encryption technique for providing security over sensitive data using hybrid cloud computing structure, in which users 
are assigned with some token which is generated at private server side for valid deduplication checking.. Experimental 
result of proposed system shows that it is more secure and consumes less memory on cloud for storing huge amount of 
data. We have also shown that proposed scheme has minimum duplicate removal overhead as compared to the existing 
system with normal deduplication technique, because proposed system makes use of chunking concept. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Cloud computing has wide scope now a days. Cloud provides large amount of virtual environment, hiding the 

platform and operating systems of the user. User can use the resources as per their demand and pay for the services 
received on cloud. Now a days, cloud service providers are offering their services with very low price along high 
reliability. Large amount of data is uploaded on the cloud storage systems and it is also shared by huge amount of the 
users. Cloud Service Providers offer different kind services such as: infrastructure as a service (IAS), platform as a 
service (PAS), etc. User does not needs to purchase the resources. As the huge amount of data is uploaded by millions 
of users every day, it is very critical and challenging task to manage such continuously increasing data on the cloud 
storage servers. For proper data management in the cloud storage systems, deduplication of the data introduced in [7] is 
the best method. This method is becomes more attraction point of cloud service providers, now a days. Data duplication 
is the technique used for reducing the size of data and reduce the wastage of memory on cloud servers or it is the also 
known as the best compression concept for the data deduplication.  

The deduplication methods are widely used in numerous application such as data management and also in the 
networking, for small amount of unique data routing through network. Instead of storing repeated copies of the same 
data files, deduplication only allows original copy and provide only pointer references of the original copy to the 
redundant data file. There are two methods available for duplication checking such as: 1) file level duplication check 
and other is 2) chunk level duplication check. In the first method, only the file with same name are removed from the 
storage whereas in second, which is in chunk level deduplication, the duplicate chunks of same files are removed. As 
the data deduplication is considering with the user data, the need of some strong security technique is arises. Which 
means that the security and privacy concern of the user’s sensitive data is arises. To avoid the unauthorized data 
deduplication problem, the solution is proposed in [8] which strictly consider the data confidentiality at the time of data 
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duplication checking. We provide the security over sensitive data by using some strong encryption methods. We 
encrypt every chunk of file before data duplication checking and only encrypted files are store on cloud servers.  

To check the authorized duplicate contents we are using user tokens to check the authentication of the user. In the 
hybrid cloud the user tokens are present at the private cloud and data of the user is at public cloud. The hybrid cloud 
structure take advantages of both public as well as private cloud. When any user forward request to the public cloud to 
upload or download the data he need to submit his information to the private cloud then private cloud will generate and 
distribute a file token and on receiving this token user can access to the file resides on the public cloud. In the proposed 
system we have used hybrid cloud architecture. We perform the data duplication based on chunks and hash of chunks 
of files. If user wants to retrieve data or download the data file he need to request to private server and then public 
server returns the chunks into single file by using merge operations. The proposed system is secure and has minimum 
overhead of chunk level data deduplication checking. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
In the literature, most of the work has been done on methods of cloud storage and data deduplication techniques. 

One of the data deduplication method is post processing method [3] in which, first data is stored on the storage device 
and then duplication checking is applied on that data. The advantage of this method is that there is no need to wait for 
hash function calculation and the speed of storage is not reduced. The main drawback of this system is that, the file 
storage might be insufficient on arrival of unmanaged data. In this way, the post processing method is not working at 
all because it checks the duplicate file contents after uploading on the cloud server.  

Another duplication check method is named as inline duplication check [5]. The name is given because it checks 
duplication on arrival of new entries, after this, the unique data is added to the cloud database server. Before data 
upload, system performs block level duplication of the file. But this system may leads to slower throughput of the 
storage device because every time system needs to calculate the hash function. Even though, most of the researchers 
has proven that the output of inline and post processing data duplication check system has same output.  

Next method is known as source duplication check proposed in [6]. In this system, duplicate file contents are checks 
for before uploading it on the cloud data server. 

The source data deduplication is implemented in [7], where the data duplication checking is carried out on user side 
to reduce the storage and processing overhead at cloud server side. The duplication is checked at the target level where 
files are scanned periodically and hash is generated. Then the calculated hash values are compared. If the new hash 
value is matched with the existing hash value then the new file is not allowed to be uploaded on the cloud server. In this 
case, only link to that similar data is send to the data owner. But here the problem is that whole files is consider for 
duplication checking. The concept of chunk level duplication is not used here.   

The problem identified in [7] is solved in [8]. In this system, chunk level file duplication checking is implemented. 
The file is divided into chunks of equal size and then for each chunk, duplicate contents are verified. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

A. System Overview 
Figure 1 represent the architectural view of our proposed system. This system is used for data duplication checking 
before storing the files on cloud server. Here we makes use of hybrid cloud that is both private cloud and public cloud. 
Both cloud servers perform different levels of responsibilities. User can upload, download or modify the files stored on 
public server. The data stored on public cloud is confidential therefore to avoid the access of unauthorized users, we 
makes use of data confidentiality techniques. The authentication of user and security of data is performed at private 
server. For accessing the data on public cloud, user send request to private cloud. In return, private cloud generate the 
key pair (public key, private key) for each user by using RSA key generation algorithm. Private server is responsible 
for key generation and key management. After getting the keys, user encrypt the files to store on public cloud. But 
before sending the data to public cloud, user needs token for data duplication checking. So user now requesting to 
private cloud server for token. Private server generates the token by using AES algorithm. The key of user is encrypted 
by using AES algorithm and this encrypted key treated as a token. 
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Fig. 1: Data Deduplication checking at Public server. 

 
After receiving token, user send the data to public cloud server with file upload requests. Now before storing the 

data, this public server performs data deduplication checking to avoid the upload of same data files. This will help to 
reduce the wastage of memory with duplicate files. In proposed system, we use chunk level deduplication of files at 
public cloud server.  

At receiving the file upload request, initially public cloud creates chunks of received files. For chunking, we divide 
the file into chunks of 10mb. After this, hash of each chunk is generated by using MD5 hash generation algorithm. In 
public cloud server, the hash of all chunks of previously stored files are saved. For data deduplication checking, public 
server compare the hash of chunks of newly arrived files with existing hash of chunks. If the hash of two chunks are 
matched, then public server will assume that the same file is already available at server and new chunk not get 
uploaded on the public cloud server only link to that data is to be provide to the file user. If new file is to be added to 
the cloud server and it get match the hash function of the old file then it only remove the new file and just provide hard 
link to the old file resides on the cloud server.  

At the time of downloading, user only download the remaining chunks of file other than the chunks provided with 
links. Public server use the merge operation to provide all chunks in single file. 
 

B. Mathematical Model 
1. User  Registration 

																																푅푈 = {푟푢 ,푟푢 , … , 푟푢 } 
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Where, RU is the set of registered users. To become a part of system, user has to successfully register to system, 
by entering his valid details, such as user name, email ID, Contact no etc. 
 

2. User Login 
L = {UN, PWD} 

Where,  
L = Login, UN = User name, PWD = Password 
To access the facilities of system such as store and retrieve the files on cloud server, user has to log into system. 
 

3. RSA Key Generation:  
After successful login, for each user, a key pair is allocated which is used for file encryption, decryption and 
token generation. 
RSA algorithm is used for key generation. 
 

퐾푒푦퐺푒푛 = {푃푅 ,푃푈퐵 } 
Where,  
푃푈퐵  = Public key = (n, e) 
푃푅  = Private Key = d = e mod (p-1)*(q-1) 
Where, 

p, q = Two large primes 
n = product of p and q = p*q 
e = special number greater than 1 and less than (p-1)*(q-1).   {1 <e < [(p-1)*(q-1)]} 

Encryption: C = Me mod n 
Where,  
C= Ciphertext,  
M = original Message 

Decryption: M = Cd mod n 
 

4. Token generation  
The Key generated by RSA algorithm is encrypted by using AES algorithm and that encrypted key is Consider 
as a Token. Token is requested by user to public server to check the duplication of data stored at public server. 
 

푇표푘푒푛 = 퐴퐸푆_퐸푛푐(푑) 
5. Chunking  

Before storing the files on public server, Files are divided into chunks such as, 
 

퐹 = 	 {퐹퐶 ,퐹퐶 , … ,퐹퐶 } 
 
F is the file and  
FC is the chunk of that file. 
The file is divided into chunk and each chunk = 10mb. 
FC = 10 mb. 
 
File divide into chunks: 
 
Intchunk_size = 1024 * 1024 * 10; 
File f = new file(Filename); 
Long file_size = f.length(); 
f(size) = n mb; 
 
Chunk c = f (size) mod (10 kb); 
New_file = f (size) – Chunk c (size). 
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6. Hashing 

Hash of chunks are generated by using MD5 algorithm. 
F(X,Y,Z) = (X & Y) | (~(X) & Z)  
G(X,Y,Z) = (X & Z) | (Y & ~(Z))  
H(X,Y,Z) = X ^ Y ^ Z  
I(X,Y,Z) = Y ^ (X | ~(Z)) 
Where &, |, ^, and ~ are the bit-wise AND, OR, XOR, and NOT operators 
 

7. Encryption 
Each chunk is encrypted before storing on private server by using AES algorithm to provide the security over 
data. 
 

퐸푛푐(퐹퐶) = 	 퐶  
Where, 
C is the cipher text of chunk of file F, (FC). 
 
Suppose F is the file divided into n number of chunks(퐹퐶 ,퐹퐶 , … ,퐹퐶 ), then the encrypted chunks 
(퐶 ,퐶 , … ,퐶 ) are stored on public server to provide the security over data. 

 
8. Deduplication Checking 

 
H(New chunk) = h 
H(Old n chunks) = ℎ  
Compare h and ℎ  
If H(New chunk) == H(Old n chunks[]) 

Chunk is duplicate and refuse it to store on public server 
Else  

Chunk is not duplicate and allowed to store on public server 
 

9. File download and decryption 
When user wants to download the file from public cloud server, server return the file by merging of all 
encrypted chunks of file. The chunks are identified by its ID. 
 
Whole Encrypted File = Merge(퐶 ,퐶 , … ,퐶 ) 
 
Chunk merging to get original file: 
 
Num = get part counter of original file 
f.write(part counter) 
 
Then by using decryption algorithm user can get original file: 
퐷푒푐(Merge(퐶 ,퐶 , … ,퐶 )) =	 Dec (퐶  ) = F = original file. 

 

C. Algorithms 
 
Input: File Upload request from user with token. 
Output: Data duplication checking 
Process: 

1. Get (Private key, public key) pair from private server.  
2. Token request to private server 
3. Token Generation and distribute to authorized users 
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4. Get token and send file to public server 
5. At public server 
6. Get file and user authorization with token 
7. Divide file into 10 mb of chunks 
8. Generate hash of all chunks 
9. Compare h and ℎ  
10. If H(New chunk) == H(Old n chunks[]) 
11. Chunk is duplicate and not get uploaded 
12. Else chunk is not duplicate get uploaded 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 

A. Experimental Setup 
We implement our enhanced and secure chunk level deduplication system by considering three separate machines 

with JAVA programs such as, a program for client machine, for private server and for public server. With client 
machine program, user can requesting for file upload or download request to cloud data servers. With private server 
machine program, we can manage key and token generation, distribution and management as per private cloud. And on 
public server machine as a public cloud, we perform actual chunk generation and deduplication checking. 
     This system makes use of HTTP protocol for communication among three entities as discussed above. We perform 
the experiments on three Intel Core machine and there is a need of 4GB RAM with installed 32 bit Windows operating 
system. All machines are connected in Ethernet network. 
 
B. Dataset Description 

To evaluate the proposed chunk level deduplication system, we prepare two separate data sets. For each set we take 
50 files where each of file does not exceed 100 MB size. Initially we upload first set of 50 files on public server. After 
this, we make some little modification in some files from set of 50 files and keep it as a second set of 50 files. For 
actual performance evaluation, we now upload this second set of files and check the chunk level deduplication 
performance of system. 
 
C. Results Disscussion 

Figure 2 depicts the comparison of 3 systems based on memory utilized after file uploading. For this we conduct 
three experiments. In first system, we just upload the files on public server, in second we upload the file on public 
cloud server with file level deduplication checking and in third as our proposed system, we upload files on private 
server with chunk level deduplication checking.  
     Among these three system, file upload with chunk level deduplication checking consumes less memory. Because in 
first syste, files are just uploaded on server without any dedupliation checking, because of this duplicate files are also 
uploaded on server, which results in high memory wastage with duplicate file storage. 
     In second, only file level deduplication is performed. That is when new files arrives to server, it only check the name 
of files. That is is the files with same name is available on server then and only then it rejects for uploading. 
Sometimes, two files may have same data but has different names. In this situation actual data deduplication is not 
achieve. 
    To overcome this limitation, we proposed chunk level dedupliaction. In this, content wise deduplication is 
performed. Suppose one file is already stored on server. Next time user modify some data of this file and wants to store 
it again on server. Then instead of storing whole files, server will divide that files into chunks and perform chunk level 
deduplication. If the data of chunks of new files is not matched with already stored chunk data, then server allows that 
chunk for uploading. In this way, we achieve the high level of memory wastage. And because of this, among three 
system our proposed system is better in terms of memory savings. 
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Fig. 2 Memory Utilization Comparison 

 
Figure 3 depicts the time required by three systems such as Actual file upload, Upload with file level deduplication and 
Upload with chunk level deduplication. From figure it is clear that the minimum time is taken by proposed system for 
whole procedure. In first system, all files are uploading so it took more time for file upload. In second system, if the file 
name is not same then upload file. So user can just modify the name so that it also took maximum amount of time. But 
in proposed system, only unique chunks are going to upload on server therefore it took less time among three systems. 
 

 
Figure. 3 Time Comparison 

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 
This paper shows that the proposed method for data deduplication is authorized and securely duplication of the file is 

done. In this we have also proposed new duplication check method which generate the token for the private file. As a 
proof of ownership of the data user need to submit the key along with the file upload request. We have solved more 
critical part of the data deduplication checking at cloud data storage with chunk level deduplication and hash of chunks. 
From experimental evaluation, we prove that the proposed system with encryption and chunk level deduplication 
checking, achieves high security over data and also efficient in terms of memory and time of processing file upload 
requests. 
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